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Synopsis

Passing the CPA exam can change your life. It changed mine. This short guide provides you with the strategies and tactics, tips and techniques that I myself used to pass the CPA exam. I hope you find the ideas useful as you prepare to sit for, and pass, the exam.
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Customer Reviews

I read this out of curiosity. I have a CPA on my team now and wanted to gain a better appreciation for that achievement. I believe this book is a good guide for any tests that involve hours of test taking to gain an accreditation. Many of these techniques were helpful with passing my PMP certification on the first try as well.

Any easy read. This instructional and motivational account will prove to be very helpful for any CPA candidate wanting to pass the exam. The author breaks the preparation process down nicely and offers good advice toward achieving the ultimate goal.

Outstanding! Very useful tips and instruction. I highly recommend to those aspiring to PASS their CPA exam!

A nice, quick read. Helpful advice on how to plan and prepare for the exam.

Smaller book then I expected but good information